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Loopmasters has released Electro House Beats, a 195Mb download featuring 105 acidised Electro House Beats in Wav
and Rex2 formats.
Electro House Beats is a cool collection of brand new original Beats and Breaks which have been cooked up by Andy
Lee, producer of the award winning Elektro House Producer CD by Loopmasters.
You get 105 Electro House Beats with this package from Loopmasters, between 128 and 130 Bpm, and you also get
105 Rex2 Samples for use with Cubase, Logic, Reason and other music packages. These beats can also be easily
adapted to work in other forms of Dance music.
The most obvious precursor to the modern electro house scene is the electroclash movement of the early 2000s; largely
a re-run of the early 1980s synth pop sound, but deliberately made cruder and more raw-sounding than the primitive
records on which it was based. The sound became steadily more popular throughout 2006. Bodyrox's single "Yeah
Yeah" featuring Luciana was labelled by several BBC Radio 1 DJs "the biggest tune of the summer of 2006", and the
remix by D.Ramirez gained worldwide popularity, particularly in the Ibiza clubbing scene. As of 2007, the sound has
been recognised as one of the most dominant movements in House music, surpassing funky house in popularity, with a
large range of DJs and producers finding an interest in its dancefloor sensibilities and sense of fun. Electro house has
also introduced electronic music to the indie rock scene through its links to the new rave movement. Artists such as
Digitalism, Justice, and MSTRKRFT have pioneered a new sound in electro house which crosses over with new rave
and alternative and indie rock, as well as its electroclash roots.

As usual with all Loopmasters Cds and download packs, all material contained within this release is royalty free to use in
your music.
Price: £14.95
For more information, visit their web site at www.loopmasters.com.
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